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0For Quality of Life0

ou are about to embark on an exciting building
project to add beauty, value and history to the

home you love, or perhaps the new home of your
dreams. To help you gather ideas, we have assembled
this photo journal from a sampling of our work across
America.

As you examine our Portfolio, we hope you will agree
Renaissance builds visually appealing and
architecturally distinctive conservatories. When we
meet with you, we promise to show you firsthand how
our uncompromising attention to detail and top-to-
bottom commitment to quality will make your
Renaissance Conservatory a wise and enduring
investment in your fine home.

Ask Renaissance to design your conservatory, and we
will begin with one of our talented designers attentively
listening to your personal needs. From that moment
forward, your conservatory plan will become a team-
effort with our architects and artists focusing their skills
to create the perfect fulfillment of your goals. Our
Design Team will be satisfied with your conservatory
plan only when you tell us, “That is exactly what I have
in mind.”

Call us anytime to discuss your dreams with a member
of our Design Team, or to schedule your Conservatory
Planning Session.

On behalf of every Renaissance artisan and craftsman
who shares in our goal of perfecting the art and
architecture of the conservatory, we will be honored to
introduce you and your family to the abiding pleasures
of a Renaissance Conservatory Lifestyle.

— The Renaissance Design Team

0For Generations to Come0

Y
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tone upon stone, lifted from field and forest and set by

human hands, these weathered walls are home to the

kindred spirits of nature and art. This lovely Conservatory

is a window onto the surrounding nature preserve. . .

within its walls live and breathe the inspirational visions

and stories from the world of art.

S
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Have nothing in your house that you do not
know to be useful, or believe to be beautiful.

William Morris

2005 Award of Architectural
Excellence for Outstanding

Conservatory Design
Ray Fenton, Fenton Associates
Stan Topol & Associates, Inc.
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W lickering sunbeams

dance over the roughhewn

granite of this inviting pool-

side solarium . . . open to

the radiant warmth and

golden light showering in

from above.

F

Architecture is to make us know
and remember who we are.

Sir Geoffrey Jellicose



2010

2010 Award of Architectural Excellence for
Outstanding Conservatory Design
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elcome the dawn as the sun rises, Glorious light

streams through this Garden Room deep into the heart

of the home, alive with the promise of a new day.

W

All things that love the sun
are out of doors; the sky rejoices

in the morning's birth.
William Wordsworth

Eric B. Rymshaw, A,I.A.
Fury Design
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et your imagination soar, awash in the blue crystalline arc of sky.

Enjoy the crisp sparkle of autumn on the breeze. Linger in the

Conservatory, savoring nature’s final and glorious fireworks, the

blazing canvas of the Minnesota woods.

L

Mark. S. Balay, A.I.A., Mark Balay Architects, Inc.
Purcell Construction

Commodity, firmness, delight. . .
Vitruvius

2002 Award of Architectural Excellence for
Outstanding Conservatory Design

12 RENAISSANCE CONSERVATORIES



rom the Garden State comes this formal beauty…

gracefully lifting skyward, wedded earthbound to the

majestic, time-honored colonial home.

F
15

Pat Burke, A.I.A.
Light, God’s eldest daughter, is
a principal beauty in a building.

Thomas Fuller
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he irresistible aroma of fresh roasted coffee and hot

croissants wafts from the country kitchen into the heart of

this luxurious French Renaissance Conservatory. Work

seems a pleasure in such surroundings…anchored to the

earth and opening to the melodic lilt of songbirds, the

warm embrace of the golden sun, and the song of morning

rising on the wind.

Mike Bowers, Design Alternatives

T
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ly with the eagles and breakfast in the clouds from this

magnificent aerie high in the New England countryside.

Wander, light-hearted, from the Orangerie onto the lovely

sculpted terraces. Savor a leisurely afternoon game of

bocci with old friends.

F
Charles W. Boston, Custom Home Builder
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inely designed in the

classical tradition, this

Manhattan Conservatory

refreshes family and friends

as a soothing oasis from the

rigors of urban life.

F

Jim Harwood, Oliver Cope Architects
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Peter Zimmerman Architects

2012 Award of Architectural
Excellence for Outstanding

Conservatory Design

The mother art is
architecture. Without an
architecture of our own
we have no soul of our
own civilization.

Frank Lloyd Wright
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rom this historic Virginia farmhouse the eye flows unhindered

to the emerald expanse of the Cumberland Valley…while a

pleasing blend of the exotic and the familiar enhance the feeling

of home within the Conservatory.

F
R. Tucker Shields

2000 Award of Architectural
Excellence for Outstanding

Conservatory Design
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eel at home in this spacious, light

drenched kitchen. Clean and elegant…

lofty windows opening to the peaceful vistas

of the woods and sky.

F

Renaissance Design Team
Smith, Thomas & Smith, Inc.
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allop across the plains of the Serengeti with the

zebras and giraffes. Feel the deep rhythmic

pulsation of the African drums. Catch the golden

shimmer of light on the slopes of Kilimanjaro.

An imaginative space of playful exuberance

unfolds in this sun-drenched Conservatory, where

children and plants alike flourish and thrive.

G

Renaissance Design Team
Christoforetti Custom Builders
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Renaissance Design Team

lose your eyes . . . Breathe deeply . . .

Smell the orange blossoms.

Feel at home in this lofty European-

inspired Orangerie, elegant, spacious,

comfortably welcoming. Fall in love with

the Conservatory lifestyle!

C
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verdant bower trails across the ceiling, breathing

life into this magical Garden Room. Crystals and

leaded glass twinkle in the soft diffused light. The

music of the Ohio River, far below, floats up the hill

and mingles with the gentle murmur of the natural

world, transporting us to a simpler time.

A
Renaissance Design Team
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Conservatory is a centerpiece for living.

It is a fusion of old and new, a passageway to

transport the spirit.

Multiple Conservatories grace this lavish

family room, a jeweled crown atop the fully

appointed gymnasium below.

Strains of Chopin echo across the marble

floors and drift onto the patio and rose

garden beyond…music to stir the soul…

music for living.

A

Caroll C. Curtice, A.I.A.



niting old and new, the shimmering Conservatory is

truly at the heart of this fairy tale Mississippi River home . . .

forever welcoming the brightness and warmth of the sun

by day, and the romance of the moon and stars by night.

U
2006 Award of Architectural Excellence for

Outstanding Conservatory DesignMartin H. (Marty) Johnson, Straka Johnson Architects P.C.



Charles F. Hartigan, LLC

He enjoys true leisure who has
time to improve his soul’s estate.
Henry David Thoreau
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ase into this symphony of textures where stone,

glass and the warmth of finely hewn wood

bestow year round comfort. Absorb the beauty

within and the ever changing natural canvas

without, framed by man’s humble attempt at

creation known as “architecture”.

Let the canopy of sky and stars shelter you as

you linger from dawn til dusk. Revel in the

magic of now.

E
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pen a door onto spring. Open a

door onto the joy of living.
O

Renaissance Design Team
Christoforetti Custom Builders

Spring was moving in the air above
and in the earth below and around
him, penetrating even his dark and
lowly little house with its spirit of
divine discontent and longing.

Kenneth Grahame
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troll across a footbridge to

sample the pristine wonders

of Northern California’s

natural world.

Sheltered by towering

ancestral black oaks and

flanked by orderly vineyards

delicately punctuated with

native bunch grasses and wild

flowers, this free-standing

garden room has easily

become the family’s most

cherished at-home getaway.

S
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o dream perchance…in this working artist’s studio, with its

glistening diamond paned glass walls, mirrored in the adjoining

garden’s pear espalier.

T

Renaissance Design Team

It isn’t that I don’t like sweet disorder, but it
has to be judiciously arranged.

Vita Sackville West



2009

2009 Award of Architectural Excellence for
Outstanding Conservatory Design

alk into this splendid

home, straight from the pages

of English history. The gleam

of aging copper, the heft of

dark stained timbers, and the

texture of stone and old brick

masterfully marry the old and

the new, achieving a rich

Tudor heritage and an abiding

sense of comfort.

W

Ken Andersen
R.S. Granoff Architects, P.C.



David M. Kane, Kane Development

My legacy—
What will it be?

Flowers in spring.
The cuckoo in summer,
And the crimson maples

Of autumn.
Ryokan
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ear the lingering strains of music permeating bath and salon in

this showcase home for the Rochester Philharmonic Symphony.

Ars est longa, vita brevis.

Architectural Innovations, PC
Ketmar Development CorporationH
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Renaissance Design Team
Heritage Builders

magine yourself transported to this glorious estate,

where the splendor of nature and the profusion of life are

celebrated in the magnificent architecture.

IAll fine architectural values are
human values, else not valuable.

Frank Lloyd Wright



it in this house of light and watch the first snowflakes of winter

spiral downward, delicate and perfect. Rooted in the darkness

below, seeds sprout and grow toward the light. Breathing

in…breathing out…reaching for the sun. Nourishing our souls…in

this house of light and harmony.

House made of dawn,
House made of evening light.

Native American Night Chant

S
Jyland Homes
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lose your eyes…breathe deeply…smell the

magnolias, the salty-sweet breezes in the

Carolina pines…let island time wash over

and refresh your spirit.

C
Renaissance Design Team

Give me the luxuries, and anyone
can have the necessaries.

Oscar Wilde
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eel the sweet warmth of sun kissed marble beneath your feet.

Dappled light illumines this cozy, welcoming space, inviting the

family to luxuriate in comfort.

F
Kenneth W. Dowd, Innocenti & Webel

2001 Award of Architectural
Excellence for Outstanding

Conservatory Design

The most comfortable chair
is the one I use myself
when I have visitors.

Oscar Wilde
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njoy the lantern’s glow. Trace its pool of

limpid light onto the garden path, into the

dewy, starlit night.

Renaissance Design Team

The wind has settled, the blossoms have fallen;
Birds sing, the mountains grow dark.

Ryokan

E



2007 Award of Architectural Excellence for
Outstanding Conservatory Design

Jeff and Joe Snyder, Snyder Builders, LLC

ising from the foothills of the Adirondacks,

this proud Painted Lady bestows a touch of

Victorian charm and hospitality reminiscent of

Old Saratoga Springs.

R
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The little things? The little moments?
They aren't little.

John Zabat-Zin

Donna Trabucco
John Cunningham Architects

2003 Award of Architectural Excellence
for Outstanding Conservatory Design

et the misty vapours purify and invigorate

your spirit. . . take joy in the moment.
L



he rosy glow of sun and hearth warm

and enliven the festive surroundings

of this charming living space.

T

Renaissance Design Team
Beam & Parkins

If you always do what pleases you
at least one person will be satisfied.

Katharine Hepburn



dorned by three

circular conservatories,

th i s ext raord inary

suburban Chicago

natator ium is the

consummate magical

water wonderland.

A
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he eye delights in this

charming tapestry of eclectic

art and bold architectural

strokes; intricately weaving

colorful and enchanting tales

of adventure for all those

who enter.

T
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The principle of the Gothic architecture
is infinity made imaginable.

Samuel Taylor
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Daniel Koplowitz Architect, Preservation Design Group

2004 Award of Architectural
Excellence for Outstanding

Conservatory Design

ine in this gracious Conservatory,

amid amiable company and congenial

surroundings, where architecture and

nature harmonize effortlessly.

D
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We are alive, and now. When else live,
and how more pleasantly than supping
with sweet comrades?

M.F.K. Fisher

eel the fleeting rays of Autumn sunlight warming the hand-hewn

mahogany and firing the explosion of color beyond.
F
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Beauty and tradition walk

hand in hand in this

venerable Williamsburg home

in Columbas, Ohio.

With meticulous attention

to architectural detail,

the classic Revival Series

Conservatory remains faithful

to the grace and symmetry of

this notable home.
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If I were asked to say at once the
most important production of Art

and the thing most to be longed for, I
should answer, “a beautiful house.”

William Morris

Lee J. Rumora
Rumora Associates Architects, LLC

2008

2008 Award of Architectural
Excellence for Outstanding

Conservatory Design



Have Confidence in Knowing . . . You have Acquired the Best!

e trust you have enjoyed our

brief photo tour and have come

away with a greater sense of our

custom offerings.

As you move forward with your

plans, please call on us for

personal assistance. Our team of

dedicated professionals will be

excited and honored to create a

unique design, making your

Renaissance Conservatory a

space to delight and inspire you for

years to come.

W

You have Acquired the Best!You have Acquired the Best!


